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Probate Prospecting
Set Up Manual
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The DiAMOND FARMING PROBATE SYSTEM
Purpose of this Manual

This manual is a step by step guide to setting up a
probate prospecting campaign using the KVCORE CRM
system. If you’re not using KVCORE, you’ll have to
adjust to your own system. There isn’t a whole lot of
reading in this manual, there are screenshots of every
step you will being doing to set up your campaign and
we provide all the content of the messages for you to
use. You’ll have to make obvious edits but it will give
you a huge head start.
This manual was put together by Gary DiGrazia Jr, who
has been a probate real estate expert since 2006
working directly with his father and probate master Gary
DiGrazia Sr, closing hundreds of probates. Gary Jr is a
Mike Ferry trained agent and took those same principals
and applied them to the probate niche. Over the years,
his system and approach has evolved, improving
e ciency and implementing new technology that has
become available to us all to make this prospecting
system work even if you are not. Set this system up,
enter your leads weekly and let the system do the
contacting for you. Your job is to be ready to talk to the
PR when they respond.
This manual will get you started. From here, with time,
training and consistency you too will have a repeatable
system to contact and follow up with PR’s and create
more opportunities for appointments that you can scale.
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More appointments, more deals.

Section 01

The Tools
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The Tools
Here are the different apps/tools you will use with this campaign.
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• KV CORE CRM (it’s what we at eXp use, you can use whatever CRM you want)
• Voicemail drop Service
• Auto Text Message Service
• Toll Free Message Center/ 800 Number (888-75-PROBATE / 888-757-7622)
• Landing Page(s)
• Hot Button Letter(s)
• Postcards
• Presentation (pdf/powerpoint)
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The Tools
Purpose of this Campaign
This campaign is designed to help identify potential
pr’s based on how they respond to the campaign.
Some will at out ask to be left alone, some will say or
do nothing and some will have questions right away.
This campaign will allow your prospect to react and is
set up so your they receive consistent communication
from you providing useful information, not Selling.
The sequence of events is as follows…

Brand yourself as the local probate
specialist
Offer helpful & useful information that
your competition isn’t offering
Demonstrate consistent contact
Demonstrate professionalism

fl
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Build trust & report

0

The Tools
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We mail merge our letters to
personalize each letter with case
specific information.

Add NEW LEADS to KVCORE CRM.
Active Campaign delivers messages as
scheduled.

Postcards are sent in-between the
days the CRM delivers messages.

Section 2

The Messages

The Messages
Voicemails, Text Messages, Landing Page Videos, Letters & Postcards

You have all the “Messages” you will send to your prospects are right here ready for you.
The script for the voicemails, the text messages, the scripts for landing page videos, the letters and the
postcards, they all are here for you to use. You can copy them or you can customize them.
The campaign is kicked o with the HOT BUTTON LETTER, and keep in mind, this whole campaign
is a sifting mechanism to tell us who from our new leads is “HOT” or not and it’s determined by the
action taken or not.
What you want to do is create all your content rst, create your Hot Button letter, build out the
campaign and order some postcards. Now, collect some leads and get to work. If you receive your leads
rst, they will be stale by the time you have all this built out.
Building out your message templates is one of the rst things you will do when creating this
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campaign.
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The Messages
Message Delivery
For the rst 30 days you want your messages to come
across as helpful and useful information. You don’t
want to be in sales mode.
We do ask for the business but it’s subtle. Mostly, for
the rst 30 days we are just o ering help, building
trust and report.
You’ll want to edit the messages to t you, your brand
and your market.

VOICEMAIL DROP SCRIPTS
TEXT MESSAGE SCRIPTS
LANDPAGE VIDEO SCRIPTS
LETTERS
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POSTCARDS
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The VOICEMAIL Messages
VM DROP # 1
“Hi, this is AGENT NAME with COMPANY, I sent you a letter a
few days ago, just making sure you received. I am going to send you a text
with a link for you to use if you want to check the current value of the
estate home. Call me back if you’d like to chat, I hope you are doing well.
Take care and God bless.”

Later on, I walk you though HOW TO
record and import your voicemail
into the KVCORE system.
When you are setting up your
campaign, you will reference back to
this page when recording your
voicemail templates.

VM DROP # 2

VM DROP # 3

“Hi, it’s AGENT NAME, I sent you another letter with tips for

“ Hi, this is AGENT NAME with COMPANY, I wanted to share with

interviewing a probate real estate agent, so you can gage if the realtor has

you something important being that your court date is nearing. When and

any probate real estate experience or not. I’ll sending you a text message

if you decide to sell the probate home, there are 3 speci c items the title

with link to a video explaining more. I hope you are well, give me a call

company will need to close the sale. I’m sending you a text message with

back if you want to chat. Take care and God bless.”

a link to a video explaining more. Thank you, I hope you’re well, take care
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and God bless.”

The TEXT Messages
TEXT MESSAGE #1.A

TEXT MESSAGE #4

Hey {lead_ rst_name}, it’s {agent_full_name}, I just left you a
voicemail. Here’s the link I mentioned so you can check the current
market value for the home on {lead_street} in {lead_preferred_city}].
https://bit.ly/viewprobatevalue

Hi {lead_ rst_name}, this is {agent_full_name}. I have a question
about the home in {lead_preferred_city} on {lead_city}. Are you planing to
x it up, or will you sell “as-is”? Text me back or call me if you’d like to
chat about it. Thanks, {PR NAME}.

Call me if you’d like to chat. Take care, {lead_ rst_name}.

TEXT MESSAGE #2.A

TEXT MESSAGE #5

{lead_ rst_name}, it’s {agent_full_name}, I just left you another

Hi, {lead_ rst_name}. I hope you’re having a nice day. This is

voicemail, here’s the link to the video I mentioned if you are interested in

{YOUR NAME}. I just wanted to share with you that we have a trash out

getting the home under contract prior to your {PR_COURT_DATE}.

and clean up service and we cover the cost for the estate, feel free to text

http://bit.ly/sellb4courtdate

back or call me if you’d like to chat about it. Thanks, {PR NAME}.

Call me if you’d like to chat. Have a nice day,{lead_ rst_name}. Bye, bye.

TEXT MESSAGE #3.A

TEXT MESSAGE #6

Hi {lead_ rst_name}, this is {agent_full_name} Did you receive my

Hi {lead_ rst_name}, it’s {YOUR NAME}. Now that you're

postcard? With your court date coming up and you’re approved, you may

approved as {TYPE}, here's a short video explaining selling a probate

have conversations with realtors. Here’s a link to my video about How To

home on {ESTATE ADDRESS}. https://bit.ly/sellwithgary thanks you,

Interview a probate agent. https://bit.ly/interviewprobateagents

{PR NAME}. Text me or call me if you’d like to chat about this. Bye bye.

Call me if you’d like to chat, thanks, {PR NAME} bye bye.

TEXT MESSAGE #7

I walk you though setting up this
template too.

Hi {lead_ rst_name} this is {agent_full_name}. I wanted you to
know we o er a “ x-up” program too. We front the costs to x the home
so the estate can receive top market value. Is this something you’d be
interested in discussing? Text me or call me back if you’d like to chat
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about it. Thanks, {PR NAME} have a great day.
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The VIDEO MESSAGE SCRIPTS

1

You’ll see later how to set up a
landing page via KVCORE
VIDEO SCRIPT 1
“Hi there, it’s AGENT NAME, your probate real estate specialist
with a helpful message when planing on selling a home in probate.
There are 3 documents you will need to provide the title company
when selling the probate home. You are scheduled for a court date where
you will be approved as the administrator or executor, this is when you
will receive your letters of testamentary or letters of administration. It’s
that document that give you the legal signing authority to sign the grant
deed when conveying the property.
Most agents don’t know this because most agents are not probate
specialists. Our team has been assisting individuals like you and estate
attorneys for over 30 years. Probate is all we do and we are here to help
you.
Now, getting to the 3 documents needed to close a probate sale.
#1 is those certi ed letters I previously mentioned that you’ll
receive when you are approved.
#2 you will need a NOPA, Notice of proposed action. This notice will notify all the other heirs that you are selling the home, it will share the price and the terms.
#3 Lastly you will need to provide proof that the federal taxes are all in order.
These 3 documents must be given to the title company before the home can close and funds can be issued to the estate bank account.
My team and I do all of this for you. We work with your attorney to coordinate every thing and we ensure a smooth transaction for you, easing any worry and instilling
con dence. Keep in mind, we guarantee to sell the probate home within 39 days or we sell it for free. I hope this info has been helpful and I’m looking forward to the opportunity to
earn your trust and business.
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God bless and take care.”
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The VIDEO MESSAGE SCRIPT

VIDEO SCRIPT 2
“I’m Gary DiGrazia Jr with eXp realty and my

message for you is how to sell the probate home before
you’ve been approved by the court as the administrator or
executor.
It’s actually pretty easy, you can sell the home, you just
can’t close it until after you have been approved. Once
you’re approved, you will receive your letters of
administration or testamentary and it’s these letters which
give you the legal signing authority to sign the grant
deed. Escrow also requests a certi ed copy of your letters
along with all the estate federal tax info and a notice of
proposed action, which will notify any heirs of the sale
terms. To discuss this further, please feel free to call or text
us or simply enter your name and number below and we
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will call you. Take care and God bless.
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The VIDEO MESSAGE SCRIPT
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VIDEO SCRIPT 3
Hello there, my name is (YOUR NAME) and I’m the probate real
estate expert in the area with a quick message for you.
If and when you decide to sell the estate home, even if you
know a realtor, you are going to want to know how much probate
experience they have. These questions will help you.
First, the most important questions is…
Have you sold estate property through probate or trust?
Many agents may conveniently say yes but ask if they have
experience going to court representing the estate? How much of
their business is focused on probate and trust sales? Is the agent up
to the challenge to deal directly with your attorney?
Can you handle pro per clients?
For a states that have decided to represent themselves does the agent have enough experience to help the executor or administrator navigate through the
legal process? Is there a back up plan to have trusted counsel available for legal advice whenever it’s needed?
How long have you been selling Probate and trust real estate?
These types of transactions are specialized and require unique disclosures and knowledge of Probate codes to handle the sale accurately in a timely manner.
Agents should have experience to explain the legal process in layman’s terms for everybody to understand. There’s no doubt marketing and strong negotiation
skills are a necessity in obtaining top dollar for the estate but equally important is knowing the probate process in order to successfully close.
How is a probate di erent from a typical real estate transaction?
Estate sales typically require special disclosures, documents, and agreements. Marketing strategy is also governed by probate law. Agents also have to be
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familiar with protocols, and have a good relationship with attorneys, paralegals, and administrators requiring court con rmation.
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The VIDEO MESSAGE SCRIPT Cont…
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What sets you apart from other agents?
Focus on agents that are assertive, relevant and experienced with unique capabilities. If Agent can’t think of anything that makes them di erent then
they are not likely to be con dent when it comes to negotiating the best deal for the estate. Look for agents with a strong record of satis ed customers, and
a ective communication with a strong support team. See how they listen to you and how thorough they are answering your questions. You’ll know if they
are just winging it in the interview.
How do you market Probate and trust real estate?
Ask the agent to see examples of their marketing. Are they marketing your property for a quick sale with as is buyers that typically don’t submit high
o ers? Is there a marketing plan to overcome this? After all, the best o ers come from the rst time homebuyers with government nancing.
Show me what you know!
Do you have documentation from your last closed sale? Are your documents and forms the most current for these types of transactions? Can you give
me a straightforward explanation of how a probate transaction in non-technical terms works? Agents are often required to explain the process of paperwork
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to clients, lawyers, accountants, trustees and administrators, so you want to be sure their explanations are clear and complete.
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The VIDEO MESSAGE Script (Optional)

This script should be unique to your overall marketing plan how you sell homes. Keep in mind, you can copy and paste my words,
word for word. You will have to change “my father and I” to “My team and I”.
This is the last landing page the PR will see so I want the last thing they see something that will sum up everything our messaging has
been conveying. The rst 35 days you are coming from a position of “HELP IS HERE”. Get into a conversation with the PR’s, convey
“We want to help, we can help, we are the obvious choice when selling probate real estate”.
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We Will Help You Put This Script Together so it ts both probate and your marketing plan.
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The HOT BUTTON Letter

1
Gary DiGrazia Jr
Probate Real Estate Specialist
Toll Free: 1-888-8888
Agent Email
Agent Website
Agent dre #

RE: Estate of DECEASED NAME, File No: FILE #

January 21, 2021

Dear PR NAME,
You are receiving this letter because by PR COURT DATE you are set to be confirmed as
the TYPE of the DECEASED NAME estate, file number FILE #.
My name is AGENT NAME, my team and I are Probate Real Estate specialists. We are not
attorneys, we are professional realtors with focused experience in real estate going
through probate and offer our knowledge to you when needed. We want to help.
To those in the real estate industry, your approval date is relevant because this is when you
receive your Letters of Administration or Letters of Testamentary. This is when you obtain
legal signing authority to sign the grant deed. If you have legal counsel, I’m sure you are
well informed about the probate process. It’s important your realtor is too.
That’s what separates us from the solicitation I’m sure you’re already receiving. WARNING
you will receive solicitations from real estate agents who want to list and sell the home on
ESTATE ADDRESS in ESTATE CITY, for the most money. Or from Investors who want to give
you all cash and close fast. Our advice is to ignore all of it.
If you have a family member or friend in real estate, go for it and if a probate real estate
question comes up, we’re happy to chime in and from time to time we will be sharing
probate real estate relevant information with you.
We have the experience and want to be your resource when you need it.
Let us know how we can help.
Take care & God bless.

Sincerely yours,

CALL TOLL FREE

1-888-8888

Gary DiGrazia Jr

24hr Message Center
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*Disregard if currently working with a Realtor
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The HOT BUTTON Letter
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How To Interview A Probate Agent
Probate real estate differs from traditional real estate transactions. Asking these
specific questions will insure you’ll have the experience you need to
successfully sell a home in probate.
1. HAVE YOU SOLD ESTATE PROPERTY THROUGH PROBATE OR TRUST?

Many Agents may conveniently answer “yes” but ask if they have experience
going to court representing the estate. How much of their business is focused
on probate sales or is it just as they come up? Is the agent up to the challenge
to deal direct with your attorney?
2. CAN YOU HANDLE “PRO PER” CLIENTS?

For estates that have decided to represent themselves, does the agent have
enough experience to help you navigate through the legal process? Is there a
back up plan to have trusted counsel available for legal advice whenever it’s
needed?
3. HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN SELLING PROBATE REAL ESTATE?

Probate transactions are specialized and require unique disclosures and
knowledge of probate codes to handle the sale accurately in a timely manner.
Agents should have experience to explain the legal process for everybody to
understand. There’s no doubt, marketing and strong negotiating skills are a
necessity in obtaining top dollar for the estate - but equally important, is
knowing the probate process in order to successfully close the sale.
4. HOW IS PROBATE SALES DIFFERENT FROM TYPICAL SALES?

Estate sales typically require special documents, and agreements. Marketing
strategy is also governed by probate law. Agents also have to be familiar with
protocols, and have good relationships with attorneys, paralegals, and
administrators requiring court confirmation.

The Garys

Probate Real Estate Specialists
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DRE# 01486605 / 00478970

209-284-3462

0

The POSTCARDS
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Create and Order your postcards
NOW and then build out this
campaign
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The POSTCARDS
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The POSTCARDS

Section 03

The CAMPAIGN
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The Campaign
First 30 Days
If you have good leads, the PR won’t be scheduled for
court approval for at least 30 days from when you receive
your new leads.
This campaign is to generate conversations with PR’s to
set appointments.
You can follow up this campaign with a Post PR Approval
Campaign.
The rst week will look something like this…

Day 1:
Receive Leads
Send Hot Button Letter
Enter into CRM
VM Drop
Text Sent, send Postcard
Day 3:
VM Drop
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Text Sent, send Letter

0

The Campaign
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We mail merge our letters to
personalize each letter with case
specific information.

Add NEW LEADS to KVCORE CRM.
Active Campaign delivers messages as
scheduled.

Postcards are sent in-between the
days the CRM delivers messages.

0

BUILD The Campaign
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Log in to KVCORE or your CRM

0

BUILD The Campaign
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From the tool menu select the Marketing Autopilot, this is where the marketing tools
are found that you can use across di erent online platforms.

0

BUILD The Campaign

You should explore all these other tools when you have a chance.
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For now, Smart Campaigns, click that.

BUILD The Campaign

The Campaign library is where ALL your marketing campaigns are stored within your KVCORE account. When you are
rst getting started, you won’t see a whole lot here other than the default KVCORE campaigns. Here, you want to create
a new campaign. To do that, CLICK the button that says ADD CAMPAIGN.
Notice the two tabs one labeled Campaign the other Templates. Currently, you have the Campaign tab open, this is
where you will create a new campaign for probate real estate.
Sound good?
CLICK the Green Add Campaign Button on the top right corner of the dashboard.
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BUILD The Campaign

Here you are telling the campaign that it is designed for SELLERS.
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CLICK NEXT.

0

BUILD The Campaign

Obviously your new campaign is designed for Sellers.
Trigger are for lets say that you get a response from a PR asking “How much do you charge?” You can set up triggers and the system will
recognize them and move that lead to another campaign based on the response, for this example a campaign explaining how you are
compensated and the level of service you provide.
For now, don’t use triggers. When you get use to this, later, then we can add triggers.
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For now, click NEXT.

0

BUILD The Campaign

Name your new probate campaign and give it a description. If you need some help with that, maybe something like COUNTY Probate Real Estate
PR’s. Always run, no. Listed, No.
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CLICK NEXT.

0

BUILD The Campaign

Double check your work. Listed here should be No, but I guess I grabbed the screenshot early. It’s your name Scoped for, Run for Agents, Starts
When no triggers, Designed for Sellers, Your Campaign name, Campaign description.
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Click the green ADD NEW CAMPAIGN button.

0

BUILD The Campaign

You may have to refresh your browser but you will see your new campaign populate among the other campaigns in the KVCORE dashboard.
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When you nd it, click on the campaign name in blue to open it.
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BUILD The Campaign
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Under the Templates tab, here all the di erent action templates are stored.

0

BUILD The Campaign

You can see, the blue menu bar contains tabs for each individual action.
Email, Text MSG, Call, Task, Webhook or Voicemail.
You know what an Email, Text and a Call is. Task is used for example, I receive a TASK from my KVCORE telling me who I need to call. A Webhook is
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used to bring someone to your website and a Voicemail drop is self explanatory.

0

BUILD The Campaign
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Click ADD TEMPLATE the green button at the top right corner.

0

BUILD The Campaign
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Select Voicemail

0

BUILD The Campaign

Here, you can either upload a recorded le from your phone or computer, or you can record directly into your computer. The choice is yours, we upload les
recorded into our iPhone.
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Follow the scripts for the voicemail drops provided. Name your voicemails and then ADD VOICEMAIL.

0

BUILD The Campaign

Now that you have created all your voicemail drop templates, here you can create your text message templates.
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In the drop down select SMS Template.

0

BUILD The Campaign

Name this Template, for example “Probate MSG #1”
You can then copy and paste from the text messages provided here for you, just be sure that you edit them with your name and
brand info before you make your campaign active.
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When you are done…Click ADD TEMPLATE.

0

BUILD The Campaign

Now that you have your voicemail and text message templates complete and built. You can now build out your campaign actions. The campaign actions are the
individual points of contact, rather a voicemail drop or a text and when it’s delivered.
The very rst message you want to send out is a voicemail drop.
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Select Voicemail from the drop down.

0

BUILD The Campaign

The templates you previously recorded and saved will be listed in the drop down menu. Simply select which voicemail le you want, you can view/test it, make
sure you set the timing to RUN IMMEDIATELY and then
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Click the Green ADD Button.

0

BUILD The Campaign

You will see that in your campaign action log that the very rst message set to be delivered is a voicemail drop and
it is set to drop immediately after a new lead enters the system.
Now we need to add the follow up text message.
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CLICK the Green ADD ACTION Button.

0

BUILD The Campaign
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Simply select SMS from the drop down menu.

0

BUILD The Campaign

Name this action and then use the drop down menu to select your text message template.
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This message is following a voicemail so you want to set the time to 4-5 MINUTES.

0

BUILD The Campaign

Now in your campaign action log you’ll see that as soon as a new lead enters the KVCORE system that lead will receive a voicemail from you followed by a text
message referencing the voicemail.
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Now it’s just rinse and repeat.

0

BUILD The Campaign

When you add the next message, title the action, select the message template,
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make sure that you set the time right. Move it to 3-5 DAYS.

0

BUILD The Campaign

Now your campaign action log looks like this, immediately a voicemail is dropped when a lead is new followed by a text message 4 minutes later.
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That’s on day one. Day 5, my second text message is delivered and so on, space your messages out every 3-5 days.

0

BUILD The Campaign

By the time you nish adding all the action items to the campaign action log it will look something like this and be built out to run for 30-35 days.
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To the left of this screen you will see the CAMPAIGN ACTIVE button. Click that and you’re on your way!

SECTION 04

LANDING PAGES

0

The LANDING PAGES
Purpose of the Landing Pages
This is a great way for us to share compelling
information. We provide the opportunity to check
market value of the estate home. They see and hear
you speaking.
These landing pages will squeeze the PR’s into your
CRM. If they take action and click the CTA button, you
know you have a hot lead.
The Landing Page Topics we use are as follows…

Check the current market value of the
estate home for free.

How to Sell the Estate Home before
the court approval date.
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How to interview a probate agent.

0

BUILD The Campaign
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From the tool bar select LEAD ENGINE.

0

BUILD The Campaign

When the lead engine tiles appear select the LANDING PAGE tile, top right corner.
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CLICK the Green START BUILDING button.

0

BUILD The Campaign
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Under that Red Arrow, you want to change the landing page from lead generation to Lead+Video. To do that click the drop down.

0

BUILD The Campaign
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Now just select the Video + Lead option

0

BUILD The Campaign

1

3

2

4

5

All that has changed is now there is a video box available and you will use a code from a YouTube link. The video on the landing page will show you how, don’t
worry it’s easy.
Arrow 1 is where you will add the #probate TAG.
Arrow 2 you can change the text to the SUBMIT BUTTON
Arrow 3 is for any URL you wish the PR to visit when they nish
Arrow 4 is the special YouTube ID from your video
Arrow 5 is a drop down menu with background options.
After you are nished, the page will populate live and you just copy the web URL.
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You can shorten it using bit.ly.

SECTION 05

IMPORTING LEADS

05 IMPORTING LEADS

Back to the tool bar, select LEAD ENGINE again and you can select the Bulk Import option. You will have to format your CSV le and you won’t be able to add
the edits to your leads that you will need to really make your campaign feel real time, not robotic. BUT, some prefer to do this. I do both, I bulk import and I add
leads one by one. This does sound time consuming but it’s only once a week and it’s making sure that the leads I am working are “Real Leads”.
So, I scrub them by checking the title and phone number of the PR. If the Estate Home is still owned by the deceased and the phone number to the PR checks

fi

out as a cell, we are ready to go!

05 IMPORTING LEADS

Again, Bulk Import is not bad. You have the option to do it yourself or have the team do it for you.
For now, you should add them yourself, just so you can really get an understanding of all the inner workings to this.

05 IMPORTING LEADS

From the SMART CRM tab on the Tool Bar you will see the Green ADD CONTACT Button. Click that.

05 IMPORTING LEADS

Fill out the name for the PR, the email if you have it, cell number. Enable permission to email, call or text and then select SELLER.
Lead Status: Prospect
Lead Source: Manual Input
Lead Owner: You
Smart Campaign: Don’t Do This Yet! Just Add The Lead.

05 IMPORTING LEADS

Inside the lead you want to make some minor adjustments. Under LOCATION add the city of the estate home.
Under ADDRESS add the address to the estate home.

05 IMPORTING LEADS

Now you can add the campaign. Click the drop down and then select your probate campaign.
Click REFRESH and you will see that the lead received the VM drop.
Minutes later, check back and the text message will be there too.

SECTION 06

ADDITIONAL TOOLS

06 ADDITIONAL TOOLS
Along with the tools mentioned…
Here are the other tools we have incorporated into our
probate real estate prospecting system.

• KVCORE Smart Number
• Voicemail Drop
• 800# Message Center
• Vistaprint
• Highnote.io
• BigVu

06 ADDITIONAL TOOLS

You want this. If you don’t have a smart number, the leads you enter into your system may not
route back to you and could be shared with other agents. You can also see the additional
options in the graphics.

06 ADDITIONAL TOOLS

You will have to add this feature to your kvcore. For starters, the $20 plan is plenty. We
subscribe to the $50 plan but that’s only because we work multiple counties and send more
voicemails. The plan is up to you, but you absolutely need this tool for the campaign.

06 ADDITIONAL TOOLS

www.800.com
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You don’t have to have an 800 number to make this campaign work, but it does help lter
out the bad apples. The user interface is simple and the price is a ordable.

06 ADDITIONAL TOOLS
You don’t need postcards to start,
but as you gain traction and close
a few deals you will want to add
postcards to your campaign. This
is our way of making additional
contacts in-between voicemail
drops and text messages.

BigVu is the phone app we use as
our teleprompter when recording
our videos. The free version is
more than enough and after we
record the video on BigVu, we edit
the video on iMovie.

HighNote.io is not free. It’s $30 a
month and will give you the ability
to share useful information with
PR’s and track their interaction.

06 COLD CALL SCRIPT
I don’t cold call any more. For probate leads, I personally feel it puts you at a disadvantage because you are taking
the same approach as everyone else who is untrained or trained incorrectly, cold calling the PR. You’ll usually end up
getting their voicemail or the knee jerk reaction of getting a “No” and hung up on. BUT - for those of you who do want to
call these leads cold, here’s script you can use.

YOU: Good day, am I speaking with___________?
WAIT FOR RESPONSE
YOU: I’m______ and it’s my understanding you’re the personal representative of an estate in probate, is that correct?
WAIT FOR RESPONSE
YOU: On PR COURT DATE, you’re scheduled to be approved as the TYPE, does this sound right?
WAIT FOR RESPONSE
YOU: I wanted to introduce myself, I’m the probate real estate expert in the area BUT I’m not calling to ask if you’re
selling the estate home or if you want to see an all cash o er as I’m sure you’ve been receiving plenty of solicitation, right?
WAIT FOR RESPONSE
YOU: I want you to know that my team and I are here to help you. We are probate specialists and are available to
answer all your questions, no cost and no obligation we simply want you to know you’re not alone and you have help when
you need it. So, unless you have anything you’d like to ask right now, I’d like to thank you for taking my call and I’m looking
forward to helping anyway you need me to. Does that sound ok?
WAIT FOR RESPONSE
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YOU: Great! Have a nice rest of the day. Bye Bye.

Wrapping All This Up
Along with the tools mentioned…
Again, this isn’t a Magic Silver Bullet that will magically bring you deals. You still have to work, you have to connect with
people and have conversations. You have to be persistent. You also have to be optimistic and not easily discouraged. Give
yourself 1 full year working with probate leads before you make your decision if you like the probate niche or not.
Results come in bunches, for months you may have nothing to show, but then a half dozen leads or so will call you because
now they are ready to list and sell, you have been on their mind because you have branded yourself and consistently stayed in
contact with them, helping, not selling.
Moving forward, you will have email support to ask questions and get help, but you really want to do your best to set this up
yourself. You want to know all the inner workings of this set up so you can make tweaks and adjustments as you go on the y.
But don’t stress for a minute, we will provide help when help is needed. I personally wish you great success, I’m sure that you
will nd ways to improve on everything I just presented or display other platforms and tools that make the system more uid and
inviting.
So, now that the reading of all this is over, it’s time to more on to doing. The very next thing you are going to do is begin
building your campaign. Record the videos and voicemails, create the landing pages and text messages. Write your Hot Button
letters and have your postcards already in your possession. After that, get a batch of new probate real estate leads, scrub those
leads and then enter them into your system.
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Good luck to you, you can do this. Do not give in, never give up.
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